Join the Arizona Arabic Flagship. Become a Global Professional.

Global Professional = Your Major(s) + Arabic Flagship

The prestigious Arizona Arabic Flagship Program brings undergraduates from diverse majors to professional Arabic fluency.

- One of only six federally-funded Arabic Flagship programs in the nation
- Rigorous, unique curriculum combining language and cultural training at the UA and abroad
- A cohort-based Flagship track and supportive learning environment
- Short-term & extended academic and professional experience abroad

Arabic Flagship = Language Proficiency + Regional Experience + Intercultural Competency

Choose your Path to Language Proficiency

A or B or C

Courses in Red are funded

You'll Get

- Funded 12-month Capstone in Morocco & summer intensive language training at UA and abroad
- Professional training through Morocco-based internships
- Access to a global network of scholars and professionals at UA and abroad
- Free tutoring, language partners & abundant cultural enrichment activities
- Individualized educational planning and advising
- A community of motivated, ambitious, and globally-minded peers
- Prestigious certification which opens doors in academics, government, NGOs & the private sector

Flagship = 79 credits

up to 20K Flagship scholarship for all participants
up to 5K+ for Jumpstart pre-freshman language study
up to 12K UA scholarship for summer & Capstone year abroad
1K for selected Magellan scholars

Additional merit-based funding and financial aid for Arizona & out of state students